Plight Emulation Ernest Meissonier French Salon
book reviews - tandfonline - the plight of emulation: ernest meissonier and french salon painting. by marc j.
gotlieb (princeton, n.j.: princeton university press, 1996) 255 pages, $45.00, £33.50 cloth. the plight of the
emulator is loss of one's self in solution, as to be with god or with caesar, to con-vert one's causal chain of
being into the etiology of a rival. “delacroix, chenavard, and the end of art history” - the plight of
emulation: ernest meissonier and french salon painting, princeton: princeton university press, 1996. gotlieb, in
particular, explores chenavards views on emulation and originality. 10 see especially sloane, chenavard,
66-83. 11 en dernier lieu, vient lâge de la tête, où on substitue aux besoins et aux sentiments les principes
graduate rogram in the istory of rt - williams college - he is the author of the plight of emulation: ernest
meissonier and french salon painting. since concluding this major reinterpretation of french salon painting, he
has been engaged in three distinct projects. these are a book-length study around the artist henri regnault,
one of the key figures of french late-nineteenth-century art; an ongoing horace vernet and the thresholds
of nineteenth-century ... - horace vernet and the thresholds of nineteenth-century visual culture daniel
harkett, katie hornstein published by dartmouth college press harkett, daniel & hornstein, katie.
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